GSM AMR speech codec being used for both Internet and mobile networks, robustness to both frame erasures and random bit errors assumes significance. This paper proposes a new context-based error recovery technique for the CELP-based speech codec accomplishing recovery of erased frames, updating decoder state during erasure spells and reliable estimation of codec parameters in case of bit erro rs. Previous erro r concealment techniques do not adequately make use of the context in which concealment is being done. The proposed error concealment technique is intended to retrieve and use contextual information for better performance. The method is solely receiver based, uses no look ahead, makes use of implicitly available codec parameters and buffers for parameter estimation and is hence computationally efficient. Segmental Itakura Saito measure and MOS scores are used to compare the output speech quality of the proposed technique with those of the basic techniques as recommended by the standard.
INTRODUCTION
Voice is one of the major communication applications connecting Internet and mobile networks. With each of these networks being characterized by frame erasures and random bit errors respectively, an integrated approach to receiver based error recovery becomes important. There have been many error recovery techniques suggested for ADPCM and other waveform codec based systelllS [2] .
But these methods are not suitable for model-based codec systems, as they do not update the decoder states during errors. Codec based erro r recovery technique of Cupenn ann et al [3] , attempts to answer this problem. With this method, the contextual infonnation is in the form of speech classification into distinct classes, transmitted along with encoder data affecting interpretability. With CELP-based codecs error recovery mechanism becomes a necessity, to avoid unstable model state during and after error spells.
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In a CELP-based decoder, model parameters are estimated according to the recovery technique used during/after the error spells. In this paper an attempt has been made to reliably estimate the model parameters during and after the error spell based on neighboring contextual information.
The proposed error recovery technique can be used for both complete frame erasures and random bit errors.
Interoperability issues confines it to be receiver-based solution, while low-delay requirements rules out look ahead, to avoid the delay and the need to operate in real time on mobilelhandheld devices necessitates it to be a computationally efficient method. The speech quality after error recovery is quantified using Itakura-Saito (IS) measure [4] on a frame-to-frame basis and MOS scores for entire speech files. Where M is the constant mean LSF vector and V,,_l is the LSF vector of the last sub-frame and a < 1 represents the adaptation constant. The adaptive codebook integer delay is given by the integer delay of the last sub-frame while fractional delay is set to zero. The adaptive codebook (pitCh) gain, g�n) for the erroneous frame is given by:
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Where g�n-I) is the pitch gain of the last sub-frame and P
[State] represents the decay rate. The index State represents the curr ent position in the error recovery state machine, and has a maximum value of siL The algebraic codebook gain, g!") for the erroneous frame is given by:
Where g!n-I) is the code gain of the last sub-frame and C
[State] represents the decay rate. The decay rate is independent of the type of speech segment curr ently being concealed. The drastic reduction in amplitude, during voiced segments, makes it annoying even for short erasure spells. 
Gain Fading
Reconstructed frames during erasure spells are subjected to monotonous decay, to avoid spurious noise due to concealment efforts during long erasures. The pitch and the code gains are subjected to gradual fading for successive lost sub-frames. From the experiments it has been observed that the uniform decay rate for all contexts may not be really suitable. Excessive decay during high voiced regions (middle portion of a vowel) leads to hollowness in the reconstructed speech. ���� �� �� �N Figure 2 . Effect of different gain fading schemes measured using the ItaIcura-Saito measure. a) Original decoder output with no erro r, lost packet is superimposed in dotted b) decoder output with standard error recovery technique, using uniform fading rate c) decoder output with proposed error recovery technique, which uses lower decaying rate constant for voiced regions.
A Typical voiced segment is as long as 14Oms. Even with a small loss of 40ms speech. one can notice substantial decay of amplitude in the reconstructed speech with uniform fading, in Figure 2 . Hence we suggest a gain fading scheme, which depends on the voicing level (of the last correctly received frame). In the proposed technique the adaptive codebook (pitch) gain, g�") is given by:
Where g�"-I) is the pitch gain of the last sub-frame and P
[VL][State) represents the decay rate, which depends upon the voicing level. While the algebraic codebook gain, g!") estimation remains as in (3).
Minimizing Error Propagation
Frame loss or bit err ors lead two types of erro rs (deviation from ideal output), firstly the error in estimating the codec parameters during the erasure spell, secondly improper updating of cadec states leading to propagation of error beyond the erasure spell. The propagation of error is significant in the case of codecs with backward prediction of parameters. Hence the erro r recovery technique is required to estimate the codec parameters reliably during error spells and also to suitably update the decoder states (history buff ers) to minimize error propagation. In the GSM AMR decoder the LSF vector and the algebraic codebook gain are derived by first order prediction of the residuals. The adaptive codebook excitation vector is obtained by filtering the suitably delayed version of tbe previous excitation buffer. The error propagation in the case of codebook gain is limited to first sub-frame; LSF vector error is limited to first frame. But the error due to excitation buff er update can extend to several frames depending upon the context.
Simulations shows that this effect is severe when the starting portion of a vowel segment is lost and the error propagation length beyond erasure spell, is directly proportional to the voicing level of the lost frame(s). 
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In the context-based erro r recovery technique, three basic methods are proposed, by which the contextual information can be incorporated. Ten phoneme rich speech files from the TIMIT database [6] 
